MEET-ME II & MEET-ME LITE
AUDIO CONFERENCE SYSTEMS

Easy to use! No worries about security, Internet
Access, P.C. compatibility or other Plug ‘N’ Pray
Issues! All your users need is a telephone!
FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS

HOW IT WORKS
The Meet-Me II (MM-II), is usually connected to the host phone
system via a hunt group of analog extension ports.
Audio conferencing with the MM-II is achieved either
automatically or manually. In the Automatic “meet me” method,
callers are linked together by dialing a designated phone
number, or through an automated attendant. Manual conference
calls are set up by a coordinator, who places or receives calls to
the participants and transfers them to the conference number.
Whichever method is used, the MM-II will answer the callers on
the first ring with an entry tone. The first caller into the system
will hear the tone and if other callers are already on the bridge,
the conversation may begin.

4 to 27 Ports available in various increments
POTS line compatible
T1 compatible using host PBX or Channel Bank
Insertion loss amplification
Switched Gain-Equalizer on each port (MM-II only)
Broadcast Listen Only Bridge (Option)
Lockout unused ports
Global disconnect from silence, touch-tone or call progress tone
Port by port disconnect from loop current drop or reversal
Port by port disconnect from CDR output (Smart Card Option)
RJ11 or RJ21X connections
Footprint: 23”W x 7”H x 7”D per 9 port standard cabinet,
(MM-Lite Footprint: 11”W x 7”H x 7”D)

Moderator Phone (Option)
Wall Mount Kit
Power Requirements: -24VDC @ 2A included (-48VDC Available)

If you have larger or special conferencing requirements,
need a multiple conference solution, check out our
MultiTelepatcher system!

BENEFITS
Even with occasional use, owning your own MM-II can pay for
itself in less than a year. Many conference services can cost
over $100.00 per hour for just five participants. Only two
conferences per week would cost over $10,000.00 annually!
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